Inclusive City

City governed by community. Community which has tools, methods, infrastructure to create systemic access to decision making process, city facilities, plans (even policies), for all those who wish to participate.

Inclusiveness can be constantly improved and effect in easier access of wider range of people to mentioned above factors/elements.

Participation, transparency, dialogue, knowledge (good local diagnosis), evaluation (lessons learned approach), professionalism, balance between community's sectors activity (public, ngo, commercial)....
Healthy City

City that is well designed and well-connected. Accessibility and safety guaranteed by City gives involvement and movement.

Self-dependency, independency and inclusion are important elements for a healthy city.

City as an organism which has its’ own parts/functions and areas which are in good or bad condition.
Commission idea

– Commission is a space for exchange information, experience, good practices and knowledge (including research on the most advanced level),

– Commission is a place for reinventing tools for daily work, methods of actions, services and innovations in the fields of inclusion and health,

– Commission gives the opportunity for professional excellence (workshops/seminars for employees/commission members),

– Commission can be also a tool for building good image of the institutions, organisations, cities which are involved in the commission’s activity.
Commission could be in the next two or three years

– Stable platform for contacting people, matching partners for cooperation,

– Well-connected/ networked team of professionals from various fields of interests,

– Well integrated team for actions and events (maybe even starter of project team).
Dreams about the future of the commission

- Commission is a well-designed and managed space of various activity levels:
  - there is a place for those who want to observe, learn by observing,
  - there is a place for those who want to create a single events and take some responsibility for single subjects,
  - there is a place for those who are eager to develop complex research, diagnosis and propose solutions,
  - there is a place for visionaries who are perfect in sketching the horizons ...

- commission has its own, unique brand mark, is recognisable amongst UBC and maybe in the Baltic sea region... achieved by high quality actions, publications, representatives (deeds, people, material input)
Different engagement possibility

core group

single event activity

topic teams
Action on current topic

Inclusive and Healthy Cities

Commission action plan

Management & quality

1. The open social space

- We have caught the idea!
- Physical virtual legal space in management process
- As a possible solution to aging processes, employment, creative involvement, community development

2. What is the open social space in MY CITY?

- Local definition
- Seminars
- Expert opinions
- Unified research tool

3. Where the open spaces are at the innovation spiral?

- Open social spaces in the Commissions Cities

4. We have to make report

- Qualitative
- Conclusions
- Proposals
- Deepened image

UBC General Conference

- Matching possible joint initiatives
- Starting new partnerships
- Defining partner projects

- October 2015 Gdynia

Meeting places

- Seminars, city game (?), discussion panel, workshops
Future

• May 2016
  – Commission meeting in Trelleborg
    • Topic: Refugees

• 2016
  – Two topic (project) teams meetings (possible)
  – Start of the communication strategy
  – Publications
  – Reports
1. Na rozgrzewkę

- Poznajemy się
- Speed dating
- Jedno najważniejsze pojęcie